The recommendation algorithm based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)++ is a widely used algorithm for its good prediction performance. However, with the rapid increase of data in smart societies, the poor computational performance of the SVD++ recommendation algorithm becomes a prominent disadvantage, for it takes a longer time to optimize the objective function during constructing the prediction model. The learning rate function is a significant factor in the prediction model based on the SVD++ recommendation algorithm. It can directly affect the convergence speed of the prediction model and the performance of the model. The traditional model uses an exponential function, natural exponential function or piecewise constant as its learning rate function. In this paper, a novel adaptive learning rate (ALR) function is proposed, which combines the exponential with linear functions, and the function is applied to the SVD++ recommendation algorithm. The highlights of the paper are as follows. First, with a larger initial value, the proposed function descends quicker and tends to the end with a less step. Second, the theoretical properties of the proposed learning rate function are verified through theoretical analysis, including the theoretical proof of its convergence and the iteration speed comparison. Compared to the existing learning rate functions, the proposed ALR function works better on the convergence speed through mathematical derivation. Finally, the novel ALR function is applied to the SVD++ recommendation algorithm as recommendation model ALRSVD++. Some existing learning rate methods are used as benchmarks for illustrating the computation and prediction performances of proposed ALR function and its ALRSVD++ model. Experimental results demonstrated that the SVD++ recommendation algorithm based on the proposed ALR function improved computational efficiency of the training model ALRSVD++ significantly. Especially, to the larger size training dataset, the iterations and training time based on the proposed ALR function and ALRSVD++ model reduced in a great deal, without greatly sacrificing the recommendation performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems can provide personalized recommendations to users based on their interests in a few minutes. At present, the huge amount of information and the variety of products available in the modern society can overwhelm The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Santhosh Kumar Gopalan. people and make them indecisive about their choice. The recommender system is a key technology to overcome information overload problem on the rapidly growing information of community users [1] . Technically, the recommender system has its origins in different fields such as information retrieval, text classification, machine learning, and decision support systems. It can assimilate the user's characteristics by collecting and analyzing various pieces of related information and thereby recommend relevant services to them. It exploits a variety of information sources related to both the user and the content items. In this regard, recommender system is used to recommend the information of user expectations and provide personalized services through analyzing the user behavior, such as the recommendation of the books in Amazon and videos in YouTube [2] , smart TV [3] , music, mobile applications and so on. E-commerce leaders such as Amazon.com and Netflix have made the recommender system a salient part of their websites [4] . By understanding customers' levels of satisfaction with particular movies, a huge volume of data can be produced. In addition, data are also available for regarding which movies appeal to which customers. By analyzing these data, relevant movies are recommended to some customers. The system can also be used to filter political interests and preferences of Members of Parliament for determining how relevant documents should be distributed among them [5] .
A variety of recommendation techniques have been developed, such as collaborative filtering, a recommendation algorithm based on popularity. Collaborative filtering has become the most successful recommendation technique to recommend content of interest for users, such as for recommending web pages, movies, and other products. It includes memory-based and model-based collaborative filtering methods. The user-based and item-based techniques are two typical memory-based collaborative filtering methodologies [6] . The model-based collaborative filtering method first constructs a model according to the historical behavioral information of users to describe the behavior of users and then to predict the ratings of items.
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a model-based method used to predict ratings. SVD decomposes the rating matrix into two low dimensional latent factor matrices, P for users and Q for items. Once the outputs P and Q of the SVD algorithm have been learned, the prediction of a rating for a given user u on item i is computed. The matrices P and Q are often learned using a gradient descent approach for minimizing the prediction error. SVD++ is an improved version of SVD and has been widely applied in the recommender system for its better prediction performance than SVD. However, an apparent drawback is that to train the prediction model need take a longer computation time. The catalog of items is often too large, and an exhaustive computation of all dot products is required. These result in the poor efficiency and defeat the basic requirement of human-computer interaction in real time. Thus, an immediate requirement is to decrease the computation time of collaborative filtering methods based on the SVD++ model for improving computational performance.
A significant factor that can affect the computational performance is the learning rate function of the SVD++ model. Its learning rate determines the learning time of all indicators in the SVD++ model. Gradient descend method is generally used in constructing the optimal model. The traditional learning rate based on the gradient descend method is an exponential function or piecewise constant in general [7] . In recent years, using improved learning rate function to optimize the performance of the model has been a hot research direction, especially in deep learning related methods [7] - [9] .
To SVD++ model, these existing learning rate methods can meet the general requirement. However, with the rapid increase in the volume of user information and the number of items in the recommender system, the computation time for the dot products increases significantly and results in low computational efficiency. This can directly affect its application in real-time systems. Thus, it is necessary to look for novel learning function to improve the efficiency of the prediction model. Therefore, this paper proposes a newly learning rate function based on an exponential function and a linear function. The contributions of the paper include:
(1) Firstly, the newly learning rate function is proposed. The function has the features of a larger initial value, declining rapidly in the middle stage, and changing slowly with a small value in the final stage. Therefore, the proposed method can descend quicker and converges to the optimal with higher computational performance.
(2) Moreover, this paper theoretically demonstrates the convergence properties and convergence rate of the proposed learning rate function to verify its better performance than the existing exponential learning function.
(3) Finally, the proposed method is utilized for the SVD++ recommendation algorithm. The experiments are conducted to verify the better predicting performance, less training time, and smaller RMSE than the existing methods.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II shows the related work and motivations. Recommendation algorithm of SVD++ is described in Section III. Section IV conducts the detail of the newly method to optimize the SVD++ algorithm. Section V demonstrates the properties of the proposed learning rate function theoretically. The data sets and the evaluation metrics are described in Section VI. The experiments and results analysis are provided in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII summarizes this work.
II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATIONS A. RECOMMENDER SYSTEM STRATEGIES
The recommender system can be used in many practical applications. One application is to provide consumers with targeted information about products that might interest them when they encounter a vast range of products. Another application is to predict the popularity of products for designing marketing strategies. The third application is to provide users for entities other than consumer products such as web pages [10] .
With the development of the recommender system, many different recommendation algorithms are being proposed at present. In general, there are four kinds of recommendation algorithms: content-based, collaborative filtering (CF), graph-structure-based, and hybrid recommendation methods. The content-based approach creates a profile for each user or product to characterize its nature. It is superior to CF for the cold start problem of CF. However, content-based strategies require gathering external information, which might not be available or easy to collect [4] . Recommendation algorithms based on the graph structure represent transactions between users and items with a user-item interaction graph. Its recommendation is equivalent to linking the prediction between users and items based on the existing graph. However, in constructing personalized recommendation models, superior computational capacity and extensive domain knowledge are required for representing the graph [11] . Hybrid recommendation methods are the combination of a part or all of the above mentioned methods.
Among these approaches, CF is the most widely used and the most successful one owing its many good characteristics, e.g. simplicity and highly efficiency. It analyzes the relationships among the users and the interdependencies among products to identify new user-item associations. It has been widely studied in both the academic and industrial fields recently. One of the major advantages of CF is that it is domain independent. It has no special demand on the resource type of what is recommended, and it can deal with non-structured complex objects. It can address data aspects, which are often elusive and difficult to profile using content filtering. Another excellent advantage of CF is that it is more accurate than content-based techniques.
The CF algorithm includes two main types: memory-based and model-based [4] . Memory-based CF has the characteristics of the simple principle and low computing efficiency. It contains user-based and item-based CF, which utilizes user rating data to compute the similarity among users or items. The item-based approach evaluates a user's preference for an item based on the ratings of 'neighboring' items by the same user. Here, the product's neighbors are other products that tend to get similar ratings when rated by the same user [12] . The model-based approach builds a model by using data mining or machine learning algorithms from the visible ratings and computes all the missing ratings from the model. Although this approach works on more complex principles, it provides better prediction accuracy and efficiency than that of the memory-based approach [13] . It can well solve the matrix-sparsity problem.
Many techniques have been utilized to build the model, such as clustering methods [14] , Bayesian networks [15] , and latent semantic analysis [16] . The latent semantic model is an alternative approach that tries to explain the ratings by characterizing both items and users on many factors inferred from the ratings patterns. In general, the latent semantic analysis model includes a probabilistic latent semantic analysis and matrix factorization (MF). The probabilistic latent semantic analysis is an extension of the latent semantic analysis. The MF models are much more successful in realizing recommendation. The Netflix Prize competition has demonstrated that MF models are superior to the classic nearest-neighbor techniques for producing product recommendations.
However, with the increase of website users and resources, the traditional CF recommendation algorithm encounters the problems of data sparsity, real-time functionality, extendibility and so on. Hence, the recommended quality is difficult to ensure [17] . These problems have been the focus of many studies and have been solved with some good research results. The MF technique is an effective strategy to solve the problem of data sparsity. SVD is a typical MF method. However, the expensive computations and the inability to incorporate the updated user profile in the recommendations limit the application of the SVD algorithm online when the number of users and items is very large [18] . Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the computational complexity of the recommendation algorithm based on MF.
B. MATRIX FACTORIZATION METHODS
MF is a widely used model-based approach in the recommender system. It characterizes both items and users by vectors inferred from item rating patterns. MF models have become popular in recent years for their excellent characteristics of higher accuracy, better ability to describe the item-user data characteristics, and easy implementation, good scalability, flexibility for modeling various real-life situations, and allowing incorporation of additional information. Generally, MF is a commonly used method of matrix dimensionality reduction. It has the benefit of reducing data sparsity degree and data noise filtering. As a low-rank approximation technique, many methods based on MF have been proposed for the recommender system. The first MF method for the recommender system was called Stochastic Gradient Descent. Non-negative matrix factorization is another powerful low-rank approximation technique, where the low-rank factor matrices are constrained to have only non-negative elements for extracting the key features of the rating matrix [13] . SVD is a commonly used MF technique that can effectively extract matrix eigenvalues, reveal the internal structure of a matrix, and also avoid excessive sparse data to a certain degree.
As a typical recommendation algorithm, the research direction based on the SVD model mainly includes two aspects: how to improve the prediction accuracy and how to increase the calculation efficiency. The methods used to improve the prediction accuracy mainly include the following: (1) joining other information on the basis of the original SVD algorithm, such as confidence parameters, the implicit information and time information [19] , so as to comprehensively improve the performance of the recommendation model; (2) joining other information on the basis of the improved algorithm, such as the bias information of the user and the item [20] ; (3) using the characteristics of other types of matrices to finish the rate prediction [21] . The accuracy of these methods is significantly better than that of SVD, but is less than the SVD++ recommendation algorithm [22] .
As a basic mathematical method in data mining, SVD is usually calculated by batch, and the time complexity is
where N 1 is the row size and N 2 is the column size of the matrix, respectively. To improve the computational efficiency, research methods are mainly focused on:(1) Extracting a new matrix as the objective function to optimize the SVD by using the properties of the matrix, this method effectively improves the efficiency of the algorithm. But its accuracy is lower than SVD++. (2) Study on the adaptiveness of the algorithm, e.g., the increment SVD model is proposed to resolve when new items are entered to a recommender system dynamically [23] . Although this method can effectively improve the efficiency of the calculation, the disadvantage is that it does not consider the implicit information [24] . SVD++ is used as a recommendation model in this paper, which is more accurate than SVD because of the extra implicit information. At the same time, the calculation will be more complicated. In the SVD++ recommendation model training process, the sum of squared errors of the rating scores is commonly used as the loss function, that is, the model is trained to minimize the sum of squared errors between the true ratings and the predicted ratings to obtain the optimal solution. The gradient descent method is commonly utilized for iteratively optimizing the process of minimizing loss function based on SVD++ model. Batch gradient descent computes the gradient of the loss function to update the parameters for the whole training dataset to perform just one update. It can be very slow and can make the computational cost overhead. Therefore, it is intractable for solving the large volume datasets and optimizing the SVD++ model. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD), on contrast, performs a parameter update for each training dataset at a time [25] . SGD therefore usually is much faster and is widely utilized in SVD++ model [26] . It is important to select the learning rate in updating parameters for optimizing the SVD++ model. The existing SVD++ recommendation algorithms use a constant learning rate (CLR) or the exponential learning rate (ELR) function in training the model mostly. This CLR method decreases with a constant value in minimizing the objective function. The ELR function is based on the exponential function to optimize the objective function, as shown in the following Eq.(3).
However, the gradient of the CLR is too large to obtain an optimal result and may miss the minimum in spite of taking less time, while a lower learning rate may lead to a heavy computation. The ELR function is widely utilized on the SVD++ algorithm and works well [27] . The less tunable parameters of these methods make the learning rate change in a single way when the training begins, and the training time does not significantly reduce. To adjust the learning rate more flexibly and ensure the stability, this paper proposes a newly Adaptive Learning Rate (ALR) function by combining the linear and the exponent function to obtain the optimal objective function for training the prediction model. The proposed function can be utilized for the SVD++ recommendation algorithm with adaptive characteristics. It rapidly declines similar to a linear function in the initial stage, and gradually declines similar to an exponential function in the middle stage, for solving the problem of the low computing efficiency while dealing with a huge amount of data. Furthermore, the mathematical theory proof about its convergence performance is given in this paper.
III. RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM OF SVD++ A. THEORETICAL BASIS OF SVD++ RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
Consider a set U of users, which includes N 1 users; a set I of items, which includes N 2 items; and a set R ate of ratings given by users to items. Then the set of ratings R ate given by the users to items can be expressed as a matrix R ate u×i . Each element r ui (u = 1, . . . , N 1 , i = 1, . . . , N 2 ) is the rating that the user u rated for the item i. There are many missing elements in R ate , so that R ate u×i is a sparse matrix. The target of the recommendation algorithm is to predict the rating for the user-item pair that is not in R ate .
The SVD++ algorithm decomposes the high-dimensional user-item rating matrix to the product of two low-dimensional matrices, which isR ate = P T Q.R ate is the approximation of R ate , P ∈ R u×f and Q ∈ R f ×i , which respectively express the user and item eigenvector matrices after dimension reduction. f is the dimension after reduction, which reflects possible implicit latent factors that users like an item (such as the factors of rental, purchase and history) or that of item which is interested by users. The different dimensions of f can affect the computation complexity of SVD++. So how to select a suitable dimension of f will be discussed in the experiments. The prediction formula of the users to items is as follows:
wherer ui ∈R ate expresses the prediction rate value of user u to item i. Eq.(1) can be called the prediction model. The main purpose of the recommendation algorithm is to obtain an optimal prediction model such that the difference between the prediction rate and the real rate is as small as possible.
The data utilized in recommender system usually include two categories: explicit feedback data (e.g., ratings and votes) and implicit feedback data (e.g., clicks and purchases). While the most convenient and commonly used is rating r ui which include explicit feedback by users directly report on their interest in item. The higher value of r ui , the higher the user's evaluation or preference.
Based on the initial theory of the SVD algorithm, researchers have proposed many related new methods for improving the accuracy of the model. One typical method is to put new additional information into the model, such as the differences among the users and the items themselves, the implicit information, and the historical record of the users' website visits [28] . In this case, the prediction model of the SVD++ algorithm is as follows:
In Eq.(2), the user's characteristic vectors are modeled as p uf + |N (u)| − 1 2 j∈N (u) y jf . p uf is the characteristic vector of explicit rating information for the user and |N (u)| − 1 2 j∈N (u) y jf is the characteristic vector of implicit feedback information for the user; |N (u)| indicates the number that users have behaviors to items. The behaviors of users to items include browsing, watching, rating, and so on. y jf is VOLUME 8, 2020 the characteristic vector of the user who has behaviors to items. q if is the characteristic vector of the item i. µ is the average of the overall ratings, b u is the bias vector of user u, and b i is the bias vector of the item i. q T if p uf is the dot product of latent features, capturing the relevance of item i to user u. The elements q and p are often learned using the gradient descent approach, minimizing the prediction error.
B. GRADIENT DESCENT METHOD
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and alternative least square are two popular approaches to optimize or minimize objective function in SVD++. The realization of the least square method is relatively complex; hence researchers generally use the gradient descend method. Gradient descent based methods include Vanilla gradient descent, stochastic gradient descent [29] , adaptive gradient algorithm [30] and inconsistent stochastic gradient descent [31] and so on. These gradient descent methods largely follow a predetermined procedural scheme that is oblivious to the characteristics of the data being observed.
Learning rate is an important hyper-parameter in gradient descent method. In the previous studies, people set the start learning rate according to the experience, and used the method of piecewise constant attenuation, exponential decay, natural exponential decay, and so on to update the learning rate [7] . Natural exponential decay is a special situation of exponential decay. Based on these typical methods, some improved methods have been proposed recent years. Cyclic learning rate was proposed by adjusting the learning rate cyclically within a reasonable interval [32] . In fact, cyclic learning rate method is an improved version of piecewise constant. For accelerating SVD in the right direction and dampening oscillation, a momentum value in parameters updates is added [29] . Momentum method is also an improvement based on stochastic gradient descent, which works by adding a fraction term to the last update of learning parameters to the current update. It is benefit to give frequently occurring features very low learning rates and infrequent features high learning rates [29] , [30] .
A simple form of gradient descent method is:
where α is the learning rate, which can be a constant or a function. g(m) is the gradient of x(m); m acts as the number of iterations. The purpose of this paper is to propose a novel learning rate function for further improving the convergence performance in guarantee of the prediction quality.
IV. RECOMMENDATION MODEL BASED ON THE NEWLY ALR FUNCTION A. THE PROPOSED ALR
In the process of optimizing the objective function at the training stage of SVD++, the selection of the learning rate is very important. Gradient descent is one of the commonly used methods. If the value of the learning rate is large, it will cause the iteration to be too fast or even miss the optimal solution. Conversely, if the value is very small, the speed of gradient decline is too slow. Although the accuracy of the solution is higher, it will take a longer time to arrive at the convergence point.
Currently, the commonly used method is to employ an index function to adjust the learning rate, such as using a constant as learning rate or the ELR function. The existing ELR function is:
where m is the number of iterations, α 0 and α 1 are the parameters of the index function. Although the function can satisfy the condition of possessing a large initial value, descending to a small value in the end by adjusting the parameters α 0 and α 1 , the efficiency of the function is still not satisfactory when applied to the SVD++ model. Because the parameters that can be controlled are limited and the function is inflexible.
For finding the optimal solution in a suitable iteration, a newly adaptive learning rate function for SVD++ is proposed in this paper. The proposed ALR function is as follows:
where m is the number of iterations, α 0 , α 1 and α 2 are the three parameters of the newly learning rate function. Compared to the ELR function and the CLR, the main advantage of the newly adaptive function is that it can control the step of the learning rate flexibly and effectively through three parameters. Apparently, both the proposed ALR and ELR functions are decreasing functions. The ELR function of Eq.(3) takes advantage of the decline characteristics of the exponential function, α 1 should meet the condition 0 < α 1 < 1. The newly proposed learning rate function Eq.(4) adds a linear function based on the exponential function, which increases the step of the learning rate, then takes a reciprocal function based on it, and finally obtains a reduction function. Eq.(4) should meet the condition α 1 >1 and α 2 > 0. Compared to Eq.(3), the proposed learning function includes the following advantages. Firstly, the Eq.(4) adds a new parameter based on the ELR function. This provides the benefit of flexibly controlling the initial value of the learning function through α 0 /(α 1 + α 2 ). Secondly, the descent rate of Eq.(4) becomes significantly higher than that of Eq.(3) by adding the linear function based on the exponential function. Finally, with the gradual increase of iteration m, α rate2 (m) will be significantly less than α rate1 (m) in the same m. It indicates that the optimization solution can be found through these optimized parameters with a smaller step in the final stage.
B. OPTIMAL MEASURE BY PROPOSED ALR FUNCTION
The objective function of SVD++ based on the learning rate function is shown as follows:
Eq.(5) includes two parts: prediction error and regularization. The purpose of regularization is to prevent the over-fitting phenomenon that appears in the training process.
The method to minimize the objective function is to take the derivative of each variable and obtain the corresponding gradient vector. Then the variables will be updated along the gradient direction until the value of the gradient vector becomes close to zero. Based on the proposed learning rate function, the updating process of the variables b u , b i , p uf , q if , and y jf are as follows:
the prediction error e ui can be calculated as follow: (2) According to Eq.(2), we getr ui , which is the predicted ratings that user u gives to the item i by the training data. Then obtain the error of predicted ratings and the actual value according to Eq. (7);
(3) Learning the variables b u , b i , p uf , q if , and y jf by gradient descent method; using the proposed ALR function to minimize the objective function of Eq.(5); (4) Calculate a new predictionr ui according to the variable values obtained in step (3);
(5) If the error e ui is less than the threshold e min , set the optimal variables by the updated variables, continue to
Step (6); otherwise jump to Step (2); (6) Model training complete, get the prediction model by setting every variable to Eq.(2) using the optimal values in Step (5) . Get the number of iterations m, training time t; (7) Compute the predicted ratings of the users for items on the test data according to the prediction model Eq.
(2); (8) Evaluate the performance of the prediction model by RMSE, iterations m, training time t.
V. THEORETIC PROPERTIES OF THE PROPOSED ALR FUNCTION
The proposed ALR function is a convergent function. With the increase of the iterations, the proposed ALR function gradually decreases from its initial value to a very small value and eventually close to zero. Thus, it is convergent. Moreover, its convergence rate is higher than that of the existing ELR function. Proposition 1: The newly learning rate function is a convergent function. When 0 < α 0 < 1, 1 < α 1 , 0 < α 2 , then α rate2 (m) is a convergence function, when m goes to a gigantic value, α rate2 (m) goes to zero. The limit of α rate2 is equal to zero. It means that the function α rate2 is an infinitesimal. That is:
Proof 1: Firstly, when m = 0, α rate2 (0) = α 0 . Because 0 < α 0 < 1, so 0 < α rate2 (0) < 1, then assuming 1 < α 1 , 0 < α 2 , the denominator of α rate2 (m) will increase with a big step from initial value α 1 + α 2 > 1 to a gigantic value, when m increases from 1 to a gigantic value. Thus α rate2 (m) will be close to zero. So, the function α rate2 is an infinitesimal. Obviously, α rate1 (m) is also an infinitesimal.
Proposition 2: The convergence speed of the newly ALR function as Eq.(4) is quicker than the existing function Eq.(3). For the newly learning rate function as Eq.(4), when 0 < α 0 < 1, 1 < α 1 , 0 < α 2 , especially when α 0 = 0.09, α 1 = 2, and α 2 = 0.01. For the ELR function as Eq.(3), if 0 < α 1 < 1, especially when α 0 = 0.007, α 1 = 0.9.
Both learning rate functions are infinitesimals. If Eq.(9) exists, then the function α rate2 is an infinitesimal of high order, compared to α rate1 (m). That is, α rate2 = O(α rate1 ). It means that the convergence speed of learning rate function α rate2 is quicker than exponential rate function α rate1 . lim m→+∞ α rate2 α rate1 = 0.
Proof 2:
In this paper, assume that α 0 = 0.007, α 1 = 0.9, α 0 = 0.09, α 1 = 2, and α 2 = 0.01. We can get the following VOLUME 8, 2020 Equation:
lim m→+∞ α rate2 α rate1 = lim m→+∞ 0.09 (2 m + 0.01m) * 0.007 * 0.9 m = lim m→+∞ 12.86 1.8 m + 0.01m * 0.9 m = 0.
Evidently, the proposition is obtained. It means that the convergence speed of the proposed method is quicker than ELR is proved.
The performance comparison of the proposed ALR function with the ELR function is shown in Fig.1 . The horizontal axis denotes the number of iterations and the vertical axis represents the values of learning rate α rate1 and α rate2 , assuming α 0 = 0.09, α 1 = 2, α 2 = 0.01, α 0 = 0.007, α 1 = 0.9 . These parameters are the optimal values obtained through experiments in this paper. It can be seen that, when the number of iterations increase from 1 to 20, the proposed ALR function begin to decline from initial value 0.09 to 0. While the ELR function begin to decline from initial value 0.007 to 0 when the number of iterations increase from 1 to 60. With the same number of iterations, the value of the ALR function is much less than the ELR function. Thus, compared with the ELR function, the proposed ALR function has the following features: it possesses a high learning rate at the early stage, then declines rapidly, and has a low learning rate in the final stage. The proposed ALR function can find the optimal solution using fewer iterations than the ELR function. It further shows that the proposed ALR function in this paper performs better in the model training process.
VI. DATASETS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
All our experiments were executed on a computer with Windows 10 operating system, Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-3470M CPU, 32GB RAM and by programming in JAVA.
B. DATA SETS
The data sets used in this paper are selected from Movie-Lens [33], including two data sets of different size. The sets contain 100,000 and 10,000,054 ratings, respectively. Table 1 lists the details of the two data sets. In both data sets, each person has rated at least 20 movies. The rating value is an integer from 1 to 5. The higher rating score in the data set, the more users like the movie. Each data set is divided into two parts, training set and test set by 8:2 ratio randomly. 
C. EVALUATION METRICS
The evaluation metrics used in this paper are the number of iterations m, the training time t, and Root Mean Square Error(RMSE). First, iterations m is used to evaluate the efficiency improvement of the algorithm. The smaller the m means the better convergence performance. Then, the training time t is used to evaluate the scalability of the algorithm with the increase in the data set size. Finally, RMSE is used to evaluate the quality of results. The lower the RMSE, the higher accuracy of the model. The RMSE can be calculated through following formula:
wherer ui is the predicted ratings through the experiments that the user u to the item i, r ui indicates the actual score that the user u to the item i, T test is the test data set, N 3 is the number of test samples in T test .
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS A. BENCHMARK METHODS AND PARAMETER SETTINGS
For clearly illustrating the performance of proposed ALR function, the following benchmark methods were used in the paper.
(1) Benchmark 1: Exponential learning rate (ELR) function. The recommendation algorithm based on SVD++ with ELR is represented as ELRSVD++.
(2) Benchmark 2: Natural exponential learning rate (NLR) function. The recommendation algorithm based on SVD++ with NLR is represented as NLRSVD++.
(3) Benchmark 3: Piecewise constant learning rate (PLR) function. The recommendation algorithm based on SVD++ with PLR is represented as PLRSVD++.
(4) Benchmark 4: Constant learning rate (CLR) function. The recommendation algorithm based on SVD++ with CLR is represented as CLRSVD++.
All the functions use the same regularization parameter λ = 0.005 in training the model. The proposed ALR function begins training the model SVD++ with initial value 0.09. ELR function begins training the model with initial value 0.007. The initial values of ELR function and ALR function are obtained by iterative optimization. All other benchmark methods begin with the same initial value 0.007 as ELR for comparison in the same baseline. Meanwhile, the PLRSVD++ model sets the learning rate step size by -0.001 per 5 iterations. Apparently, the initial value of ALR is much larger than all benchmark methods.
B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In experiments, the recommendation algorithms of SVD++ based on the proposed learning rate function and all benchmarks were executed respectively. The performance comparisons of iterations m, the training time t, and RMSE listed as follows. The experimental results were obtained by calculating the average of 20 times results based on the same experimental environments. Fig. 2 showed the iterations comparison of ALRSVD++, ELRSVD++, NLRSVD++, PLRSVD++ and CLRSVD++, when the number of dimensions f changed over data set D1. It could be seen that the proposed ALRSVD++ could significantly reduce the number of iterations than all benchmarks in all different dimensions, except NLRSVD++. Meanwhile, the CLRSVD++ algorithm did not stop iterating over ten thousand of iterations in model training, thus in Fig.2 only showed the 300 iterations. This meant that the convergence speed based on the proposed ALRSVD++ was the highest compared to all benchmark methods. Furthermore, Fig.2 also illustrated that there was not apparent iteration difference for different dimensions f over D1 set.
1) THE ITERATIONS COMPARISON
2) THE TRAINING TIME COMPARISON Fig.3 further gave the training time comparison of these learning rate functions with different dimensions f . It could be seen that, with the increase of dimensions f , the iterations changed Compared the results of above three situations, it was concluded that there were not apparent differences on iterations and RMSE with the increase of dimensions, but the training time t increased, especially for CLRSVD++. Thus, f was set by 50 in the paper for reducing the model training time with trade-off.
To further verify the iterative speed of the proposed ALRSVD++ recommendation model, the RMSE comparisons of these methods with the increase of iterations were given in Fig.5 . It was obvious that when the number of iterations reached about 30, the proposed ALRSVD++ model tended to converge, and the RMSE was optimal. The ELRSVD++ model did not converge until the number of iterations was 157. Even CLRSVD++ model could not converge after more than 20,000 iterations, although RMSE had been decreased greatly. To make the comparison clearly, only the first 60 iterations of the experimental results were displayed in Fig.5 . 
4) THE PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF TWO DATASETS a: ITERATION NUMBER COMPARISON
The performance of the newly proposed ALRSVD++ over two data sets were further compared with all benchmarks. In Table 1 , D2 dataset contains 10,000,054 ratings, and D1 set contains 100,000 ratings. Apparently, D2 is much larger than D1 set. Fig.6 showed the comparison of the training iterations of the ALRSVD++ and all benchmarks over D1 and D2 sets.
It could be seen that the maximum number of iterations with the proposed ALRSVD++ was about 30 over D1 data set, and less than 20 over D2 set. Over D1 data set, the iterations of the proposed ALRSVD++ was less about 120 than that of the ELRSVD++, and significantly less than that of the CLRSVD++, which converged about 30000. Over D2 set, iterations of ALRSVD++, ELRSVD++, NLRSVD++, PLRSVD++ and CLRSVD++ was 20, 160, 22, 36, 50, respectively. The iterations of ALRSVD++ was the least, compared to all benchmarks. Over D1 set, only NLRSVD++ used little less iterations than ALRSVD++. In summary, the results showed that the ALR function proposed in this paper converged with much less iterations than ELRSVD++ and CLRSVD++. The iterations of PLRSVD++ was a little more than ALRSVD++ over both sets. Table 2 gave the comparison of the training time of the SVD++ recommending algorithms based on ALR and all benchmarks. Clearly, the time spent on training the model by the proposed ALRSVD++ was the least on two sets. The results indicated that, the proposed ALR function could significantly reduce the model training time and improve the SVD++ computational performance, especially on the large size data set. Fig.7 showed the RMSE performance comparison of these learning rate functions over SVD++ model. It could be seen that the RMSE performance based on all models were greatly reduced over the larger size D2 set than over D1 set. RMSE of ALRSVD++ was slightly larger than ELRSVD++, but only a little (around 0.004) differences over the two data sets. It meant that, the proposed ALRSVD++ in this paper could significantly reduce the computational complexity without greatly sacrificing the recommendation accuracy compared with ELRSVD++. Meanwhile, the RMSE of ALRSVD++ recommendation model was much less than on the CLRSVD++ over D1 and D2 sets.
In summary, compared with all benchmarks, the proposed ALR function and its application in SVD++ model showed the best computational performance. Both the iterations and the training time were significantly reduced based on the proposed ALR function. The results showed that the proposed ALR function could effectively improve the computation efficiency of the SVD++ recommendation algorithm without greatly sacrificing the prediction performance of recommendation algorithm. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
For improving the computational efficiency of the SVD++ recommendation algorithm, this paper presented a novel adaptive learning rate function to optimize the objective function of the recommendation model. Through the experiments on two different size data sets of MovieLens, the proposed method could significantly improve the computational efficiency of the recommendation SVD++ model and maintain the prediction performance. The computational efficiency of the proposed ALRSVD++ method improved in a great degree, but the RMSE performance did not decrease significantly. This paper was based on the user-item twodimension model, high-order SVD algorithms have been gradually becoming the latest research trend with the increase of information available to the recommender system. In the future, how to improve the performance of high-order SVD algorithms will be considered in the following study. The results in this paper could provide valuable insights into the recommendation algorithm from theoretical perspective, and help to guide other relevant topics which involve 3D tensor decomposition including user, item and tag in future work. How to further reduce the RMSE of the proposed method will also be the research plan. 
